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Abstract
Program visualization is a method to visualize program execution. As a
tool for program visualization, Jeliot 3 has been proved to be useful. How-
ever, research has pointed out that explanation is required as some students
misunderstand the animation in Jeliot 3. In order to obtain the better un-
derstanding, explanations have been built in Jeliot 3. This paper describes
an experiment which examines the impact of the order of animations and ex-
planations on learning outcome. In addition, improvements of implemented
explanations and Jeliot 3 are included. The experiment was carried out on
18 Participants. The animation-first group (10 participants) was provided
with a related explanation after each animation and the explanation de-
scribed what the previous animation did, while corresponding explanation
was displayed before each animation and the explanation described what
the next animation would do in the explanation-first group (8 participants).
Our research found that the animation-first group performed better than the
explanation-first group. Therefore, explanation would be placed after each
animation.
Key words:
Program visualization; Explanatory visualization; Jeliot 3; Multimedia learn-
ing
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Learning to program is a challenging and difficult cognitive task for beginners
in computer science studies. In order to help students master the basics of
programming, the concept of program visualization has been developed for
several decades. Program visualization is an important ancillary method for
novices to study programming languages, because it enables students under-
stand abstract and complex concepts by graphics or animations.
As a tool of program visualization, Jeliot 3 [Moreno et al., 2005] represents
with animations what a Java program executes in a virtual machine. Inex-
perienced programmers are able to follow these animations step by step. In
addition, Jeliot 3 supports students to write and debug their own programs.
Jeliot 3 is developed at University of Eastern Finland and it can be download
free from http://www.cs.joensuu.fi/jeliot/.
Some studies have demonstrated that Jeliot 3 has positive impact on users.
A Study [Cisar et al., 2011] verifies that Jeliot 3 can affect learning of Java.
1
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In that study, results of 20 multiple choice questions by 400 students were
analyzed. It was shown that students who learned with the help of Je-
liot 3 outperformed those who did not use Jeliot 3. Hongwarittorrn and
Krairit [Hongwarittorrn and Krairit, nd] confirms that Jeliot 3 leads to bet-
ter learning of Java, especially in OOP. In that study, among 54 participants,
those who learned Java with Jeliot achieved better results than those who
learned without the tool.
However, research [Moreno and Joy, 2007] indicates that some students mis-
understand the animation in Jeliot 3. In that study, after 10 weeks voluntarily
using Jeliot 3 as a programming tool for weekly tasks, 6 Maths undergrad-
uate students were interviewed to explore their attitudes towards the tool
and assess their comprehension of animation. Although almost all subjects
understood animation referring to basic statement such as variable declara-
tion, some of them failed to describe the animation of an object allocation
correctly. The ”this” reference which is used to point to an object, and ar-
gument passing to parameter of the constructor, were found to be the most
puzzling.
Furthermore, research [Naps et al., 2002] points out that providing visualiza-
tions with explanations is one of the best practices for design of visualization
technology. In that paper, Naps et al. summarized the eleven most important
of instructor’s experiences on visualization. Those recommendations are com-
monly accepted. As one of the suggestions, ”complement visualizations with
explanations” was based on another research [Mayer and Anderson, 1991]
that visualizations might be better understood if they were provided with
concurrent explanations. Naps et al. indicated that explanations could be
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made in different ways, such as using accompanying text or providing coor-
dinated audio.
Therefore, in this thesis on-screen explanations are built in Jeliot 3 and these
explanations are related to object construction which includes object initi-
ation, fields allocation, argument passing, reference return and assignment,
and garbage collection.
In this paper, the aim is to inspect the impact of the sequence of anima-
tion and explanation on learning outcome. In other words, the investigation
of whether explanations are displayed after animations or before animations
affects learning performance is conducted. In addition, improvements of im-
plemented explanations and Jeliot 3 are presented and analyzed.
The research questions in this paper include the following:
– Does the order of explanations and animations affect learning outcome?
– How explanations and Jeliot 3 could be improved?
The structure of this paper is following: In chapter 2, related applications
and theories are reviewed. Next, design principles of implemented explana-
tions in Jeliot 3 are introduced. Chapter 4 describes the experimental setting
in this research. In chapter 5, results of two research questions are presented.
Finally, experiment results are discussed and conclusions are presented.
Chapter 2
Related work
In this chapter, firstly how other program visualization tools arrange the pre-
sentation of explanations and animations are presented. Next, two relevant
studies are introduced and discussed.
2.1 Related systems
Most of visualization tools such as MatrixPro [Karavirta et al., 2004], ALVIS
LIVE! [Hundhausen and Brown, 2005], and Alice [Dann et al., 2000] do not
have explanations. WinHIPE [Pareja-Flores et al., 2007] is a graphical IDE
for the functional programming paradigm. It is provided with textual de-
scriptions about the program, but those descriptions are only available on a
web page. During animations no explanations appear in WinHIPE.
ViLLE, WADEIn II, and VARScope are picked here for two reasons: 1)
they provide explanations of animations or programs, 2) those explanations
4
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are shown during animations.
2.1.1 ViLLE
ViLLE [Rajala et al., 2007] is a program visualization tool that supports mul-
tiple programming languages, such as C++, Java, and pseudocode. It con-
tains a set of predefined programming examples and those examples can
be presented in two different programming languages at the same time.
Users are allowed to create new or edit existing examples. Visualization
in ViLLE comprises highlighted code line, states of variable, a new window
is opened when a method is executed, and textual explanations of each code
line [Laakso et al., 2008]. Animation takes place in call stack mode: when a
method is executed, new window is opened. At the same time, explanation
is automatically generated in a separate window at the bottom (see Figure
2.1).
Research [Rajala et al., 2008] on effectiveness of ViLLE was carried out. It
demonstrated that ViLLE is especially useful for inexperienced programmers.
In that research, 72 participants were divided into two groups: the control
group (N = 40) which used a textual tutorial without ViLLE and the treat-
ment group (N = 32) which could use ViLLE to visualize the examples in the
tutorial. By comparing the difference between pre-test and post-test score
between two groups, although the treatment group did not outperform the
control group, both two groups performed statistically significantly better in
the posttest than in the pretest. In addition, Rajala et al. found that sta-
tistical significant difference between novice and more experienced students
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Figure 2.1: Screenshot of ViLLE
in the treatment group in posttest vanished, whereas the difference was still
remained in the control group.
2.1.2 WADEIn II
WADEIn II [Brusilovsky and Loboda, 2006] is a web-based program visual-
ization application. It visualizes the process of expression evaluation in C
language and it supports twenty-four C operators. Visualization in WADEIn
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II is adapted to individual users and is accompanied with textual explana-
tions.
The view of WADEIn II consists of four regions: user’s progress and goals,
settings, navigation, and blackboard (see Figure 2.2). User’s progress and
goals region contains the goals of expression evaluation and user’s current
progress; Settings region includes information that user can set for expression
evaluation; Navigation region contains the control of expression evaluation;
Blackboard region includes animations and explanations. Explanations and
animations, which locate close to each other in the blackboard region, are
presented simultaneously.
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Figure 2.2: Screenshot of WADEIn II in exploration mode
A study [Loboda and Brusilovsky, 2006] showed that WADEIn II works in
two modes: exploration and knowledge evaluation. In exploration mode stu-
dents observe animation and corresponding explanations. It is a descriptive
mode. Knowledge evaluation mode is interactive. Students are required to
indicate the correct order of evaluation and predict the value of expression.
Results of knowledge evaluation affect explanations and speed of animation.
As students’ knowledge increases, parts of explanations are hidden until fi-
nally no more explanations are presented, and animations become faster until
finally explanations are skipped.
2.1.3 VARScope
VARScope [Krishnamoorthy and Brusilovsky, 2006] is a program visualiza-
tion system and focuses on the concept and usage of variable scope in C
programming language. It contains a set of predefined examples. Based on
users’ current knowledge of variable, it recommends the most appropriate ex-
amples to users. Visualization in VARScope includes highlighted code line,
value of the variable, animating the active and hidden variables, and the
detailed explanations of each code line.
The VARScope interface consists of four areas: left, middle, right, and bot-
tom (see Figure 2.3). Left area displays the domain concepts involved in the
code and the user’s current progress; Middle area comprises code and vari-
able value view window; Right area comprises demo and explanation window;
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Bottom area shows the help and control buttons. Explanations in explana-
tion window and animations in demo window are simultaneously displayed.
Figure 2.3: Screenshot of VARScope
A study [Krishnamoorthy and Brusilovsky, 2006] on the evaluation of VARScope
was conducted. The evaluation measured navigation, learning goal achieve-
ment, interface design, ability to see progress, example suggestion, and amount
of help. Six subjects were involved to complete eleven questions in a ques-
tionnaire. The results indicated that subjects were satisfied with design of
VARScope, especially the combination of animating variable scopes and clear
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explanations, the progress bar, and the hand and stop symbols which were
used to suggest the appropriate and inappropriate examples were considered
to be most impressive.
2.1.4 Summary of three related applications
Above applications are designed to present explanations and animations at
the same time. Table 2.1 shows their supported languages and treatment of
explanations and animations. However, our aim in this thesis is to examine
the successive arrangement, which differs from the previous tools.
Table 2.1: Three related applications
Tool Supported language Arrangement
ViLLE C++, Java, and pseu-
docode
simultaneous presenta-
tion of animations and
explanations
WADEIn II C same as previous
VARScope C same as previous
2.2 Related studies
Two studies have described the arrangement of animations and explanations
in time. In order to find out the issue of verbal and visual representation in
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time, Mayer [Mayer, 2002] observed a number of retention and transfer tests.
The result was that students who received simultaneous animation and nar-
ration outperformed those who received successive animation and narration
on problem-solving test, while in retention test there was no statistical dif-
ference between simultaneous presentation and successive presentation. In
Mayer’s study, despite eight problem-solving experiments and five retention
experiments were evaluated, there was little information on the presentation
of textual explanations and animations. What is common is multimodal
representation use in Mayes’s study: they should say verbal + visual works
better. Our work do not have verbal, but have a new textual modality. This
thesis here focuses on the combination of on-screen textual explanations and
animations rather than verbal and visual representations.
Lawrence [Lawrence, 1993] carried out an experiment regarding the order
of presentation of text and animation in algorithm visualization. The con-
clusion of Lawrence’s research was that students in text-first condition did
not achieve better result than those in animation-first condition. Although
no significant difference was observed, text-first approach was selected fi-
nally for the reason that the text-first group achieved a little bit higher score
than the other group. Lawrence thought that condition of text first rather
than animation first was preferred by participants. In Lawrence’s study,
XTango [Stasko, 1992] was used to animate relevant algorithms and twelve
students were separated equally into two groups. An analysis of each group’s
post-test score determined if the order of presentation had effects on result.
Lawrence’s research is quite similar to ours, such as same emphasis on impact
of the arrangement of explanations and animations in time and questions in
the test referring to understanding of certain step behavior of the visualiza-
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tion. However, Lawrence’s experiment only compared each group’s post-test
score.
Research [Hundhausen et al., 2002] proved that inspecting the difference be-
tween pretest and posttest raises the possibility to detect learning effective-
ness. In that study, Hundhausen et al. analyzed experiment methods in 22
studies of measuring learning. As a result, seven of the thirteen (54%) studies
which only measured posttest had statistically significant difference between
treatment groups. By comparison, seven of the nine (78%) studies which
measured pre-test to post-test improvement had statistically significant dif-
ference between the groups. Considering pre-test to post-test improvement is
more likely to discover statistically significant difference between the groups
than post-test only designs. Thus, in order to explore impact of the order
of explanations and animations, pretest is included in our experiment and it
measures participants’ comprehension of animations in the no explanations
condition.
Table 2.2: Two related studies
Study Aim Measuring
method
Findings
Mayer’s
study
Simultaneous
audio and visual
representation
vs. successive
representation
Retention
and
problem-
solving
test
Simultaneous presentation
of audio explanations and
animations is better than
successive presentation
Lawrence’s
study
Text first vs. an-
imation first
Posttest Text first or animation first
do not affect learning result
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Table 2.2 summarizes the related research from experimental perspective
which contains aim, measuring method, and findings. In this thesis, our
work focuses on textual and visual modality. Moreover, detecting the differ-
ence between pretest and posttest is utilized as our measuring method.
Chapter 3
The design principles of
implemented explanations in
Jeliot 3
In this chapter, first, Jeliot 3 is introduced. Second, three design principles
which are explanation, visualization, and spatial proximity are shown. Third,
how three design principles are applied to our work are explained.
3.1 Jeliot 3
Jeliot 2000 [Ben-Bassat Levy et al., 2003] is a program animation tool. It vi-
sualizes the execution of a Java program. Jeliot 2000 is intended to help high
school students understand basic concepts of programming such as assign-
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ment and control flow. A study [Ben-Bassat Levy et al., 2003] was carried
out to evaluate Jeliot 2000 in a one-year course. In that experiment, students
were divided in the control group and the animation group. Between two
groups only the animation group was treated with Jeliot 2000. Ben-Bassat
et al. found that there was no statistically signifiant difference between pre-
and post-test results in the control group, whereas there was statistically
significant improvement in the grades of the animation group. Furthermore,
in the animation group it was demonstrated that mediocre students bene-
fited more from long-term use of the tool than either strong or weak students.
As an update of Jeliot 2000, Jeliot 3 incorporates objected-oriented program-
ming and it implements interaction with BlueJ IDE [Ko¨lling et al., 2003]
from which users can directly animate their code [Myller et al., 2007]. More-
over, Jeliot 3 provides assignment statement related pop-up questions. Users
can select ”Ask Questions During Animation” option from the main menu to
decide whether to show these questions during animations. Those questions
aim to guide students in comprehension of animation of assignment state-
ment.
Animation in Jeliot 3 is implemented in a following way: user’s code is
processed by DynamicJava [Hillion, 2002] which is an open source Java in-
terpreter. As a result, an intermediate code (MCode) is extracted. MCode is
a textual representation of the interpretation of a running program, or a pro-
gram trace [Moreno et al., 2005]. It consists of ASCII text lines that carry all
the information which is needed in the visualization engine [Moreno et al., 2004].
After MCode is interpreted by the intermediate code interpreter, Jeliot 2000’s
graphic engine creates animation of the interpretation. During the whole
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process, MCode builds connection between DynamicJava and visualization
engine.
Jeliot 3 animates most of Java programs and these animations are performed
by means of four areas(see Figure 3.1): Method Area, Expression Evaluation
Area, Constant Area, and Instance and Array Area.
– Method Area shows method frame which contains name of the method
Figure 3.1: Screenshot of Jeliot 3
and local variables in this method. For instance, main() method and con-
structors are displayed here. The frame remains until the method is finished;
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– Expression Evaluation Area displays expressions and the results of eval-
uating expressions. It is a central and main area [Moreno and Joy, 2007]
where values and references are moved to and from other areas. For in-
stance, expression ”Square square = new Square(5)” will be animated like
this: constant 5 moves from Constant Area to here. As the evaluation pro-
ceeds, return a reference from Method Area to here and then assign variable
”square” from here to Method Area again;
– Constant Area displays constants and static variables;
– Instance and Array Area shows instances of classes and arrays which are
connected to the references with arrows.
3.2 Explanation
In this section, two types of explanations are introduced through their defi-
nitions and applications.
A study[Brusilovsky, 1994] states that there are two kinds of explanations:
self-explanation and system-provided explanation. Self-explanation is an ac-
tivity that engages students involved in learning process and it objectively
reflects learner’s understanding and comprehension [Mayer, 2002]. In con-
trast, system-provided explanation [Brusilovsky, 1994] is that learning ma-
terial provided by system is accompanied with explanations that bridge the
problem examples with general knowledge.
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Self-explanation
Self-explanation is such that students generate explanations from their knowl-
edge. It promotes students to perform interactively. In the process of gener-
ating their own explanations, students are more likely to integrate the new
information into existing knowledge [Byrne et al., 1999]. Explanations differ
between learners. Good students construct more sufficient and better quality
explanations than poor students [Chi et al., 1989].
Tools, such as SE Coach [Conati et al., 1997] supports self-explanation work
in a following way: students are provided with the ability to write explana-
tions on the programs or examples and the extent of student’s understanding
on these programs or examples are assessed from their explanations.
System-provided explanation
System-provided explanations are adopted by the system to connect exam-
ples or programs with general knowledge. System-provided explanations are
implemented in many systems, such as ELM-ART [Brusilovsky et al., 1996]
and CALO [Webvision, a].
Table 3.1 summarizes the difference between these two types of explana-
tions, benefits of each explanation, and their applications.
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Table 3.1: Difference between two types of explanations, benefits, and their
applications
Explanation Difference Benefits Application
Self-explanation Students generate
explanations from
their knowledge
Students are in-
volved
SE Coach
System-provided
explanation
Provided by system Enable students
to understand
examples
ELM-ART,
CALO
3.3 Visualization
In this section, different types of visualization are shown through their defi-
nitions and applications.
A study [Brusilovsky and Loboda, 2006] classifies four types of visualization:
engaging, explanatory, adaptive, and adaptive explanatory visualization.
1. Engaging visualization involves learners in activities related to the vi-
sualization. The activities could be answering relevant questions during vi-
sualization [Hansen et al., 2000], constructing input data [Lawrence, 1993],
and predicting what would happen on next step [Byrne et al., 1996]. The
role of learners are from passive viewers to active participants.
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In Jeliot 3, engaging visualization has already been implemented. Users are
allowed to choose whether to be asked questions in the process of assignment
statements. Questions are generated automatically by Jeliot 3.
2. Explanatory visualization provides each step of animation with corre-
sponding on-screen textual explanations.
VARScope [Krishnamoorthy and Brusilovsky, 2006] adopts this technology.
The role of explanations [Brusilovsky and Loboda, 2006] is to explain what,
why, and how it happens.
3. Adaptive visualization adapts the level of details in visualization to the
level of student knowledge. It is implemented in some systems, such as
WADEIn [Brusilovsky and Su, 2002] and PAVIS [Alimohideen et al., 2006].
4. Adaptive explanatory visualization combines adaptive and explanatory
visualization. During visualization, the better the student’s level of knowl-
edge, the less detailed explanations are presented.
Table 3.2 contains a summary description of definitions and applications
of these four types of visualizations.
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Table 3.2: Definitions and applications of four types of visualizations
Visualization Definition Application
Engaging Involve learners in visualiza-
tion
HalVis, Jeliot 3,
ViLLE
Explanatory Provide animation with cor-
responding explanations
VARScope,
ViLLE
Adaptive Adapt visualization to the
different levels of students
WADEIn,
PAVIS
Adaptive explanatory Adapt corresponding expla-
nations to individual stu-
dents during visualization
WADEIn II
3.4 Spatial proximity
Two spatial design principles are shown in this section.
According to Mayer’s spatial contiguity principle [Mayer, 2002], in computer-
based contexts, on-screen text should be placed close to the related graphics
rather than far away from each other. In Mayer’s study, when on-screen text
and corresponding animations were displayed near to each other, learners
achieved better results on both retention and transfer tests than when they
were far away from each other.
Williams [Williams, 2008] also mentions that the related elements such as
texts and relevant pictures should be placed together so that readers could
benefit from the well-organized structure. Williams referred to this design
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principle as proximity. Proximity reflects how to design layout of the related
items.
3.5 Explanatory visualization in Jeliot 3
Explanatory visualization is applied in our case. Explanations in Jeliot 3
describes what the previous animation did and which the specific concept
supports the animation. Although current explanations cannot be adapted
to individual users, an option which is ”show annotations during animation”
was set to control whether to show explanations. The idea is that inexperi-
enced programmers might not be familiar with the related concept so that
they are more likely to need the help of explanations. On the contrary, ex-
planations are not expected to be presented for skilled programmers who
already perceive the relevant animation.
Explanatory visualization that has been implemented in Jeliot 3 fulfills the
following conditions:
1. system-provided explanation
2. close to animation in space
not self-explanation but system-provided explanation
The concept of system-provided explanation is applied to the implementa-
tion of explanations in Jeliot 3. Currently content involved in explanations
are primarily from a Java resource book [Raposa, 2003] and Java online tu-
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torials [Webvision, b]. In the future it will be revised by the programming
experts. Besides, textual explanations instead of audio explanations are cho-
sen in this case because users don not move to the next step until they are
able to understand information as much as possible [Najjar, 1998].
close to animation in space
Mayer’s principle implied that explanations and animations should be placed
together so that learners are more likely to get correct information rather than
visually searching. Williams’s principle proved that if explanations and ani-
mations are grouped close to each other, this placement expresses that they
are visually connected rather than unorganized. Furthermore, the placement
represents that they are logically cohesive rather than separated.
Based on spatial proximity principles, it is better to place explanations and
animations close to each other so that the users could easily link the infor-
mation to the animation rather than spending time searching them. Consid-
ered that in Jeliot 3 most animations occur around ”Expression Evaluation
Area”, explanations are displayed near ”Expression Evaluation Area”. More-
over, explanations locate at the upper-right corner which have no influence
on watching the animations.
Figure 3.2 is screenshot of the implemented explanations in Jeliot 3. Ex-
planations are comprised of concise and detailed information. Concise ex-
planation is presented in message dialog. It principally describes what the
previous animation did. Detailed explanation is displayed in scroll panel.
It describes which concept the previous animation is supported by. For in-
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of implemented explanations in Jeliot 3
stance, after garbage collection is animated in Jeliot 3 window, explanation
on message dialog is presented as follows: ”object is deleted so that memory
can be freed” and on scroll panel related explanation describes as follows:
”This step is about garbage collection. However, there is no keyword or
operator that you can use to remove an object from memory”. There are
two buttons on the explanation dialog: ”Next step” button which controls
closing dialog and ”Less detailed”/”More detailed” button which controls
hiding or displaying detailed explanations. Explanation dialog is located at
the upper-right corner of Jeliot 3 Window.
Chapter 4
Method
In this chapter, a description of experiment material design, background of
participants, measurements, and experiment procedure is introduced.
In our experiment, difference between pretest and posttest was dependent-
variable and the sequence of explanation and animation was independent-
variable. Our research question was: does the order of explanations and
animations affect learning outcome? The null hypothesis was: the order of
explanations and animations do not affect learning outcome.
4.1 Materials
”Object” is a fundamental term in Java and it covers many aspects such as
creating an object, assigning a reference to an object, and accessing a method
of a class through an object. Therefore, for a Java inexperienced program-
mer, it is worth of attention to acquire the knowledge of concept and usage
25
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of object.
A Java program in this test was related to creating an object. The pro-
gram contained declaration of an object variable, instantiation of a class,
initialization of an object, and garbage collection.
This test consisted of three questions. The first question was concerned with
object initialization and ”this” keyword. The second question was related
to reference return and assignment. The third question was associated with
garbage collection.
The Java program and the questions are provided in Appendix A.
4.2 Participants
There were a total of 18 participants in this experiment. The participants
were Information Technology postgraduates and masters at the University of
Eastern Finland, Joensuu campus. They had little or no experience on Jeliot
3 and several participants even never heard of it before, but all participants
had knowledge of OOP in Java. They learned Java in the undergraduate
curriculum. Among 18 participants, the ratio of men to women was 5 : 1.
They were divided into two groups: the animation-first group (10 partici-
pants) and the explanation-first group (8 participants).
Both groups had same Java program for experiment and same test after
experiment. The only difference between two groups was the order of expla-
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nations and animations. In the animation-first group, corresponding expla-
nation was presented after each animation and it described what the previous
animation did. In contrast, in the explanation-first group, related explana-
tion was displayed before each animation and it described what the next
animation would do.
4.3 Measurements
This test comprised of three questions. To find out the differences from
pretest to posttest, these questions were answered twice by participants. Be-
fore the intervention (students using Jeliot 3 with explanations), participants
in both groups were required to complete the test. After the intervention,
participants redid the test. Each question in test was rated on a scale varying
from 0 to 5 points (0 points indicated that participant totally misunderstood
the meaning of animation, whereas 5 points reflected that participant fully
comprehended the related animation). Appendix A shows the model answers
in the experiment. Each model answer addressed several key points. Partic-
ipants’ scores depended on whether their answers covered those key points.
The total score in this test was 15 points and participants’ answers were
graded by an assistant.
Software SPSS was utilized to analyze the gathered data. First, 1-Sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test assessed the distribution of the collected data. Sec-
ond, Independent-Samples t test was used to compare the change in scores
from pretest to posttest between two groups. In the end, reliability of the
test was calculated.
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4.4 Procedure
Participants were given a short introduction to Jeliot 3 by an assistant. The
introduction included what each area of the animation frame displays and
how to control the process of animation through buttons. After the intro-
duction, participants were required to get familiar with Jeliot 3 by running
an object-oriented program. Participants were allowed to ask questions on
Jeliot 3. The time reserved for this introduction and practice was 10 minutes.
Then participants completed a test which comprised of three questions in
20 minutes. See list of questions in Appendix A. During the test, partici-
pants could use Jeliot 3 to find the animation associated with each question.
After the test, explanations were added to Jeliot 3. Participants were re-
quired to run the same program again and read explanations in 15 minutes.
In the end, participants completed a test in 15 minutes. During this test,
they were not allowed to use Jeliot 3. Those three questions in this test were
same as the previous ones.
Chapter 5
Results
In this chapter, results of two research questions are presented.
5.1 Does the order of explanations and ani-
mations affect the learning outcome?
The animation-first group was provided with each animation before corre-
sponding explanation and the explanation described what the previous an-
imation did. By comparison, the explanation-first group was provided with
related explanation before each animation and the explanation described
what the next animation would do.
Participants were required to write down their OOP grades and self-ratings
of their Java skills before test (scale from 0 to 5). The reason why the grades
and self-ratings were taken in account was that the previous knowledge of
29
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Java might affect this experiment result. One student’s score could not be
included in the animation-first group because he learned Java by himself
instead of taking the course. Table 5.1 shows the background of the par-
ticipants, including means and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of OOP
grades, means and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of self-ratings, and
ratio of men to women.
Table 5.1: Background of the participants
Group OOP grades Self-ratings Ratio
Animation-first 3.44 (0.88) 3.30 (0.95) 9 : 1
Explanation-first 2.75 (0.89) 2.75 (0.89) 3 : 1
There was no statistically significant difference between two groups in OOP
grades (2-tail P = 0.127 > 0.05) and in self-ratings (2-tail P = 0.227 > 0.05).
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 present the means, standard deviations, t value,
and 2-tailed P of each question, before using explanations and after using
explanations, respectively. Comparing the two tables, it is found that partic-
ipants in the animation-first group improved their means on each question,
whereas participants in the explanation-first group only improved their means
on question 2.
A 1-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test verified that the distributions of partic-
ipants’ grades both in pretest and posttest were normal distributions. Hence,
an Independent-Samples t test was applied and there were no statistically
significant differences between the groups in pretest (2-tailed P = 0.480 >
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0.05) and in posttest (2-tailed P = 0.062 > 0.05). In Appendix B, detailed
scores of each participant are shown and differences between pretest and
posttest within groups are calculated.
Table 5.2: Means, standard deviations (in parenthesis), t value, and 2-tailed
P value of each question, before using explanations (pretest)
Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Total
questions
Animation-first (N=10) 0.90
(0.74)
1.90
(0.74)
0.90
(0.74)
3.70
(2.00)
Explanation-first (N=8) 0.88
(0.35)
1.38
(0.74)
0.88
(0.83)
3.13
(1.13)
t value 0.088 1.495 0.067 0.723
P value (2-tailed) 0.931 0.154 0.947 0.480
Table 5.3: Means, standard deviations (in parenthesis), t value, and 2-tailed
P value of each question, after using explanations (posttest)
Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Total
questions
Animation-first (N=10) 1.60
(1.17)
2.10
(0.74)
1.70
(0.95)
5.40
(2.59)
Explanation-first (N=8) 0.88
(0.35)
1.63
(0.74)
0.88
(0.83)
3.38
(1.92)
t value 1.851 1.352 1.931 2.009
P value (2-tailed) 0.091 0.195 0.071 0.062
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A 1-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed that the distributions of the
changes in grades from pretest to posttest in groups are normal distributions.
Hence, an Independent-Samples t test was selected to compare the changes
in scores from pretest to posttest of two groups. Table 5.4 shows pre- and
post-test analysis between groups.
Table 5.4: Pre- and post-test analysis between groups, including means,
standard deviations (in parenthesis), t value, and 2-tailed P value
Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Total
questions
Animation-first (N=10) 0.70
(0.82)
0.20
(0.42)
0.80
(0.79)
1.70
(1.49)
Explanation-first (N=8) 0.00
(0.00)
0.25
(0.46)
0.00
(0.00)
0.25
(0.46)
t value 2.689 -0.239 3.207 2.899
P value (2-tailed) 0.025 0.814 0.011 0.014
5.1.1 Question 1: object initialization and ”this” key-
word
Table 5.4 shows there was statistically significant difference between two
groups on question 1 (2-tailed P = 0.025 < 0.05). When explanations were
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added in Jeliot 3, mean of the first question in the animation-first group
was increased by 0.70 (14%). In contrast, there was no improvement in the
explanation-first group.
In the animation-first group, three of the ten (30%) participants corrected
their answers on object initialization, while another three of the ten (30%)
participants corrected their answers on ”this” keyword.
However, in the explanation-first group, no participants improved their scores
after reading the related explanations.
5.1.2 Question 2: reference return and assignment
Table 5.4 shows there was no statistically significant difference between two
groups on question 2 (2-tailed P = 0.814 > 0.05). After corresponding ex-
planations were presented in Jeliot 3, means were raised by 0.20 (4%) and
0.25 (5%) in the animation-first group and the explanation-first group, re-
spectively.
After reading related explanations, in the animation-first group, one par-
ticipant (10%) corrected his answer on reference return, while another par-
ticipant (10%) corrected his answer on reference assignment.
In the explanation-first group, one participant (12.5%) improved score on
reference return, while another participant (10%) improved score on refer-
ence assignment.
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5.1.3 Question 3: garbage collection
Table 5.4 shows there was statistically significant difference between two
groups on question 3 (2-tailed P = 0.011 < 0.05). After reading related
explanations, participants in the animation-first group raised mean by 0.80
(16%), whereas mean in the explanation-first remained same.
Six of ten (60%) participants in the animation-first group improved their
scores.
In contrast, no participants in the explanation-first group improved their
scores after reading the related explanations.
From Table 5.4, it is perceived that mean of total questions in the animation-
first group was increased by 1.70 (11.33%) from pretest to posttest, by com-
parison, mean of total questions in the explanation-first group was increased
by 0.25 (1.67%). Result of total questions proved that the animation-first
group outperformed statistically significantly the explanation-first group (t
= 2.899 and 2 tail P = 0.014 < 0.05). In Appendix B, learning gain scores
were analyzed statistically and the results confirmed that only question 2 did
not show statistical significant difference between two groups. What is more,
Cronbachs alpha values were calculated: pretest α = 0.675 and posttest α
= 0.814. The results indicated both pretest and posttest were reliable. As a
result, the null hypothesis which was the sequence of explanations and ani-
mations do not affect the learning outcome can be rejected.
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5.2 How explanations and Jeliot 3 could be
improved?
In this section, participants’ feedback on explanations or Jeliot 3 are catego-
rized and analyzed.
After the test, participants were required to write down their comments on
explanations or Jeliot 3. The comments were summarized in three ways: con-
tent of explanations, language in explanations, and control button in Jeliot 3.
Content of explanations:
”More explanations on some difficulty points. Such as in this example, more
explanation on ”this” keyword...”
Although ”this” keyword is described in this way: ”The reference this is
pointing to the object. Every object has a reference to itself represented
by the this keyword.” This participant still wanted more explanations. This
fact implied that it is necessary to increase more explanations on the difficult
concepts.
”It is better if can explain each steps with code, animation and explain. For
example:”
From this participant’s drawing (see Figure 5.1), it reflected that line of
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Figure 5.1: User’s opinion on explanations
the code should be included in explanations when this line was executed.
Through his own experience, after reading explanations, he had to switch
his focus to the code area to make sure which line of the code is exe-
cuted. Spend time on searching rather than understanding increased his
workload. This suggestion is considered to be thoroughly practical. Because
a study [Bednarik, 2005] suggested that the code and the expression evalua-
tion areas are located far away from each other. In that study, by tracking
16 participants’ eye movements when using Jeliot3, Bednarik found that
the participants’ visual attention mainly focused on switch between control
panel and expression evaluation area. He suggested that code and expres-
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sion evaluation areas should be placed closer to each other. Based on the
participant’s drawing, if both executing line of the code and explanations are
presented on the message panel, this design might help solve the layout issue.
”On the method area calling of the constructor function is not very clearly
presented. The name of the function looks more like the name of the class
than name of the function...”
In Java, one of the properties of constructor is that the name of a construc-
tor must match the name of the class. When a constructor is invoked in
”Method Area” in Jeliot 3, this participant could not recognize whether it
is the name of a class or the name of a constructor (See Figure 5.2). It is
better to emphasize it in explanations to avoid confusion.
”The terms used might not be clear to first time users.”
This participant considered that some Java terms such as instantiation and
initialization might be confusing for a beginner. He suggested that definitions
of those terms should be involved in the detailed explanations. If definitions
are added, beginners are able to associate the definitions with related ani-
mations. Based on participant’s suggestion, the detailed explanations can be
utilized to emphasize some definitions of Java terms.
Language in explanations:
”...do it more easy readable.”
One participant indicated that she had read these explanations line by line,
but unfortunately she found it was difficult to get the full meaning of the
explanations because she was not proficient enough in English. Therefore,
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Figure 5.2: User’s opinion on the name of constructor
there is a demand for multi-language explanations. Currently, only Chinese
and English explanations are supported. More translations can be imple-
mented in the future.
Control button in Jeliot 3:
”...I felt the lack of a button for going back one step as there is a one step
forward button...”
When this participant needed to go back to previous step, he had to return
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to the very beginning so that animations were unavoidably displayed from
start. This was complicated and time-consuming for him. Unfortunately, in
Jeliot 3 only a ”step” button which controls the action of stepping forward is
provided in Jeliot 3. Currently Backward button is not added because inter-
preter in Jeliot 3 does not contain a structural view of the program. However,
the feature of going back could be implemented in the level of animation by
serialization of the animation data into an undo structure [Myller, 2004].
Chapter 6
Discussion
This chapter indicates the most important findings of our experiment and
possible explanations for the findings. In addition, the limitations of our
study and a few suggestions for further research are discussed.
6.1 Review of our findings and possible ex-
planations for them
Our research was to inspect the better arrangement of explanations and ani-
mations in time. By examine the change in scores from pretest to posttest, it
was found that the animation-first group outperformed the explanation-first
group. Lawrence (see Chapter 2) also conducted an experiment regarding the
order of presentation of text and animation in algorithm visualization. How-
ever, our result differed from Lawrence’s finding that text first or animation
first did not affect learning result. In Lawrence’s study, the animation-first
40
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group’s and the text-first group’s post-test scores were analyzed and the
result did not show statistical difference between groups. Lawrence’s exper-
iment only compared each group’s post-test score. In contrast, pretest was
included and pre-test to post-test improvement was measured in our experi-
ment.
6.1.1 Statistical difference in question 1
Question 1 was concerned with object initialization and ”this” keyword.
There was statistically significant difference between the animation-first group
and the explanation-first group. In pretest, seven of the ten (70%) partici-
pants in the animation-first group and four of the eight (50%) participants
in the explanation-first group could not connect the question with object ini-
tialization, while all participants in two groups were not able to associate the
question with keyword ”this”. In posttest, in the animation-first group, three
of the ten (30%) participants corrected their answers on object initialization,
while another three of the ten (30%) participants corrected their answers on
this keyword. However, in the explanation-first group, no participants im-
proved their scores after reading the related explanations.
Possible reason for this result: in the explanation-first group, when related
explanations were presented, object initialization and keyword ”this” had
not been shown on the screen. By comparison, in the animation-first group,
when related explanations were presented, animations of object initialization
and keyword ”this” were paused and remained on the screen (see Figure 6.1).
In this case, participants in the explanation-first group were difficult to link
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animations with explanations:
”The arrow mean invocation or allocation of instances.”
”...means to run the codes inside the function...”
Explanations failed to help these participants understand the animation of
”this” keyword correctly.
”The arrow is pointing to the object of square.”
”this refers to the current instance...”
These participants knew of ”this” keyword but they did not improved their
scores after reading explanations.
Participants in the animation-first group were able to see animations and
explanations at the same time so that they were more likely to connect them.
After reading explanations, several participants corrected their answers both
on object initialization and ”this” keyword, especially one participant ex-
panded his answer on ”this” keyword:
”Every object has a reference to itself and this keyword indicates that...”
Therefore, the animation-first group outperformed the explanation-first group.
6.1.2 No difference in question 2
Question 2 was related to reference return and assignment. There was no
statistically significant difference between two groups. In pretest, one par-
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(a) Object initialization in animation
first
(b) Object initialization in explanation
first
(c) ”this” keyword in animation first (d) ”this” keyword in explanation first
Figure 6.1: Comparison between animation first and explanation first. Two
figures of the first row are object initialization represented in animation first
and explanation first, respectively; two figures of the second row are ”this”
keyword represented in animation first and explanation first, respectively.
ticipant in each group misunderstood reference return, while eight of the ten
(80%) participants in the animation-first group and all participants in the
explanation-first group were not able to link the question with reference as-
signment. In posttest, both groups did not improved much. In fact, only two
and two participants in each group had the change in scores by one point.
One and one participant in each group corrected their answers on reference
return, while another one and one participant in each group corrected their
answers on reference assignment.
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Possible reason for this result: although animations remained on the screen
(see Figure 6.2) in the animation-first group while not in the explanation-
first group, there was no difference between two groups. It seems difficult
to connect explanations and animations in this case. Reference return and
assignment consisted of two animations in sequential order. These two an-
imations were the most confusing and puzzling, especially reference assign-
ment. Several participants in the explanation-first did not write any answers
on assignment, while a few of participants in both groups misunderstood the
animation of reference assignment:
”The move from evaluation area to method area means that the reference
is returned and it is assigned to the variable called square.”
This participant considered assignment as combination of return and assign-
ment.
”new memory allocation”
”objects are created”
These two participants completely misunderstood the animation of assign-
ment.
Even though participants read corresponding explanations, they still insisted
on their former views so that their scores had no change from pre to posttest.
This might imply that explanations of reference return and assignment were
not effective. Although return and assignment were separately explained, dif-
ference between them was not emphasized so that participants in two groups
were not able to benefit from explanations. Hence, there was no statistical
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difference between the animation-first group and the explanation-first group.
(a) Reference return in animation first (b) Reference return in explanation first
(c) Reference assignment in animation
first
(d) Reference assignment in explanation
first
Figure 6.2: Comparison between animation first and explanation first. Two
figures of the first row are reference return represented in animation first and
explanation first, respectively; two figures of the second row are reference
assignment represented in animation first and explanation first, respectively.
6.1.3 Statistical difference in question 3
Question 3 was associated with garbage collection. The animation-first group
performed better than the explanation-first group. In pretest, seven of the ten
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(70%) participants in the animation-first group and five of the eight (62.5%)
participants in the explanation-first group were not able to connect the ques-
tion with garbage collection. In posttest, Six of the ten (60%) participants
in the animation-first group improved their scores. However, no participants
in the explanation-first group improved their scores after reading the related
explanations.
Possible reason for this result: object was deleted in the animation-first group
while object still existed in the explanation-first group (see Figure 6.3). How-
ever, in this case, the animation-first group outperformed the explanation-
first group. In the animation-first group, explanation of garbage collection
might remind those participants who improved their scores of related con-
cepts:
”...so it be removed to set the memory free.”
”...memory will be freed by the garbage collector...”
”...will be removed once garbage collector will start its work.”
After reading explanations, these participants in the animation-first group
recalled memory and garbage collection so that they corrected their answers.
Participants in the explanation-first group might have known of the related
explanations so that they stopped reading the rest of explanations:
”garbage collector”
”The instance/memory has been released.”
”...the object being freed from memory.”
These participants already knew of concept of garbage collection. Therefore,
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they stopped reading explanations so that their answer didn’t get expanded
and improved.
As a result, there was statistically significant difference between two groups.
(a) Garbage collection in animation first (b) Garbage collection in explanation first
Figure 6.3: Comparison between animation first and explanation first. Two
figures are garbage collection represented in animation first and explanation
first, respectively.
In Appendix C, animations which include object initialization and ”this”
keyword, reference return and assignment, and garbage collection in anima-
tion first and explanation first, are broken into consecutive figures.
6.2 Limitations
There were several factors that might have impact on our finding.
There were only 18 participants and the number of sample for statistic was
small. It was difficult to find more volunteers to join this experiment. To
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examine the arrangement of explanations and animations in time, more par-
ticipants and studies are needed in the future.
Our experiment was completed in one hour session. It objectively reflected
how fast and how much the participants acquired from the explanations.
If participants did not fully comprehend the meaning of explanations, their
score would remain same on some questions after they read explanations.
However, our test result depended on the difference score between pretest
and posttest. The difference grade on each participants were assessed by
Independent-samples t test. No difference definitely affected statistic result.
Concise and detailed explanations in Jeliot 3 were mainly copied from a Java
reference book [Raposa, 2003] and Java online tutorials [Webvision, b]. The
information resulted in that a small number of participants took time to fully
understand so that the results were affected. The quality of explanations is
quite crucial. Users could benefit a lot from good textual explanations. On
the other hand, users are likely to misunderstand the meaning of explanations
in bad words [Brusilovsky and Loboda, 2006]. Explanations in Jeliot 3 will
be developed by a group of programming and education experts in the future.
A difference in OOP grade existed between the two groups. Although it
was demonstrated that the difference was not statistically significant by us-
ing Independent-samples t test, it could have an impact on the result. The
higher OOP grade participants achieved, the more information they acquired
from explanations in Jeliot 3. The animation-first group had higher average
grade on OOP than the explanation-first group, which resulted in that eight
of the ten (80%) participants in the animation-first group improved their
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grades, whereas only two of the eight (25%) participants in the explanation-
first group improved their grades.
6.3 Further research
In this section, suggestions for further research are discussed in two aspects:
textual explanations vs. auditory explanations and simultaneously vs. suc-
cessively.
6.3.1 On-screen textual explanations or auditory ex-
planations
Explanations could be presented in either textual way or auditory way. This
raised an issue: should animations be accompanied with textual explanations
or auditory explanations?
Dual-coding theory [Clark and Paivio, 1991] indicates that if learning mate-
rial is represented by verbal and visual items, learners are able to use verbal
and visual channel to process them respectively as well as build connection
between two channels. Consequently, learners are more likely to recall re-
lated information. However, dual-coding theory cannot be applied to textual
explanations, because both animations and texts are visual information and
they would be processed by only one channel. In spite of this, in Jeliot
3, textual explanations instead of auditory explanations are selected. The
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reason is if the name of a class or the value of a variable changes, textual
explanations do not need to be modified manualy. For instance, the name of
an class is Square and in explanation it describes ”The object of Square is
created”. Later user replaces the name Square with Rectangle and in textual
explanation it is automatically changed to be ”The object of Rectangle is
created”. Text implements automatic replacement. Nevertheless, if auditory
explanations are selected in this case, every time the name of a class or the
value of a variable is changed, audio has to be modified accordingly. It is
rather complicated.
Najjar [Najjar, 1998] pointed out that text gave learner time to study in-
formation, whereas audio took people’s minds work into consideration, that
is, when the learner’s visual channel is already occupied, audio provides ver-
bal channel to process information. Najjar’s study verifies that both text
and audio have advantages and disadvantages. Textual explanations don not
consider visual channel occupation problem but give learner opportunity to
study at learner’s pace. Conversely auditory explanations don not consider
study pace problem but solve visual channel occupation problem.
Table 6.1 summarizes advantages and disadvantages of textual and audi-
tory explanations. Before making a decision on the use of text or audio, it
is better to associate with requirements of the application and evaluate ad-
vantages and disadvantages of text and audio. Hence, text with animations
or audio with animations, which combinations could lead to better learning
performance is still needed to inspect in the future.
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Table 6.1: Advantages and disadvantages of textual and auditory explana-
tions
Explanations Implementation
of automatic
replacement
Consider vi-
sual channel
occupation
problem
Consider
study pace
problem
Textual explanations Yes No Yes
Auditory explanations No Yes No
6.3.2 Simultaneous or Successive presentation of tex-
tual explanations and animations
In Chapter 2, three related systems such as ViLLE, WADEIn II, and VARScope
choose synchronous presentation of textual explanations and animations. On
the contrary, in Jeliot 3 successive presentation is selected. Which presenta-
tion is more benefit for students? Unfortunately, after searching publications
it is not able to find many papers referring to this issue.
Mayer [Mayer, 2002] conducted a study on arrangement of auditory explana-
tions and animations in time. In that study, simultaneous presentation could
lead to better learning outcome than successive presentation(see Chapter 2).
Could the result be deduced in the combination of textual explanations and
animations? Mayer did not mention it in the study.
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To examine which presentation is better in the condition of the combina-
tion of textual explanations and animations, more studies are required in the
future.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this chapter, firstly our experiment are concluded. Next, improvements
from participants’ and experts’ perspective are briefly presented. In the end,
decision of the order of explanations and animations is shown.
7.1 Experiment result
Our study focuses on the impact of the sequence of animation and expla-
nation on learning outcome. It aims to find out the exact moment to show
explanations in Jeliot 3. An experiment was conducted in one hour session.
18 Participants were divided in two groups. Both groups had same Java pro-
gram for experiment and same test after experiment. The only distinction
between two groups was the sequence of explanations and animations. The
result indicated that the animation-first group outperformed statistically sig-
nificantly the explanation-first group.
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7.2 Improvements of explanations and Jeliot
3
According to participants’ suggestions, improvements focused on content of
explanations, language in explanations, and control button in Jeliot 3. They
are summarized in the bellowing:
1. More explanations are required on difficult concepts;
2. When explanations are presented, the executing line of the code should
be included in explanations;
3. Emphasize that the name of constructor must match the name of class in
explanations to avoid misunderstanding;
4. Definitions of Java terms should be involved in detailed explanations; 5.
Explanations need to be more easily readable;
6. Add ”return” button to go back to previous step.
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Appendix A
Program, questions, and model
answers in experiment
A Java Program used in experiment
Listing A.1: Class Square
public class Square{
int s i d e ;
Square ( ){
s i d e = 0 ;
}
Square ( int s ){
s i d e = s ;
}
}
public class MyClass {
public stat ic void main ( ) {
Square square = new Square ( 5 ) ;
}
}
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Questions and model answers in experiment
1. Does the number ”0” come from ”side = 0” (See Figure A.1)? What does
the arrow behind ”Square this” mean?
Figure A.1: Screenshot for question 1
Model answer of question 1:
No. The number ”0” does not come from ”side = 0”. When object is created,
the variable is set to 0;
The arrow behind ”Square this” mean the reference ”this” is pointing to the
object. Every object has a reference to itself represented by ”this”.
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2. ”Expression Evaluation Area” can be used to display the results of eval-
uating expressions. Does the small rectangle moves from ”Method Area” to
”Expression Evaluation Area” mean return a reference to the new created
object (See Figure A.2)? Which of keyword does implement this step? What
does the small rectangle move from ”Evaluation Area” to ”Method Area”
mean (See Figure A.3)?
Figure A.2: Screenshot for first half of question 2
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Figure A.3: Screenshot for second half of question 2
Model answer of question 2:
Yes. The small rectangle moves from ”Method Area” to ”Expression Evalu-
ation Area” mean return a reference to the new created object;
Keyword ”new” implement above step;
The small rectangle moves from ”Evaluation Area” to ”Method Area” mean
assigning to the variable ”square” a reference to object of class Square.
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3. Before the end of the animation, ”object of the class Square” will be
removed. What does this step mean (See Figure A.4)?
Figure A.4: Screenshot for question 3
Model answer of question 3:
It is garbage collection. Memory can be freed. There is no keyword or oper-
ator to remove an object from memory.
Appendix B
The detailed scores of each
participant
The following tables describe the detailed scores of each participant. What is
more, the change in scores from pretest to posttest within groups are shown.
In the end, Independent-Samples t test was used to compare learning gain
scores between two groups.
Formula of learning gain scores:
Learning gain =
Post− assessment− Pre− assessment
100%− Pre− assessment
Where :
Pre− assessment is the percent correct on pre− unit assessment
Post− assessment is the percent correct on the post− unit assessment
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The animation-first group
Table B.1: Detailed scores and pre-assessment (in parenthesis) of each par-
ticipant in the animation-first group, before using explanations
Participant Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Total
I 0 (0) 1 (20%) 0 (0) 1 (7%)
II 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 4 (27%)
III 2 (40%) 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 6 (40%)
IV 0 (0) 1 (20%) 0 (0) 1 (7%)
V 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 6 (40%)
VI 0 (0) 1 (20%) 0 (0) 1 (7%)
VII 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 4 (27%)
VIII 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 5 (33%)
IX 1 (20%) 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 5 (33%)
X 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 4 (27%)
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Table B.2: Detailed scores and post-assessment (in parenthesis) of each par-
ticipant in the animation-first group, after using explanations
Participant Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Total
I 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 5 (33%)
II 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 5 (33%)
III 4 (80%) 3 (60%) 3 (60%) 10 (67%)
IV 0 (0) 1 (20%) 0 (0) 1 (7%)
V 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 6 (40%)
VI 0 (0) 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 2 (13%)
VII 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 5 (33%)
VIII 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 6 (40%)
IX 2 (40%) 3 (60%) 3 (60%) 8 (53%)
X 1 (20%) 3 (60%) 2 (40%) 6 (40%)
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Table B.3: The change in scores from pretest to posttest, learning gain (in
parenthesis), and average gain scores in the animation-first group
Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Total
I 2 (0.40) 1 (0.25) 1 (0.20) 4 (0.28)
II 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 1 (0.25) 1 (0.08)
III 2 (0.67) 0 (0.00) 2 (0.50) 4 (0.45)
IV 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
V 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
VI 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 1 (0.20) 1 (0.06)
VII 1 (0.25) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 1 (0.08)
VIII 1 (0.25) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 1 (0.10)
IX 1 (0.25) 0 (0.00) 2 (0.50) 3 (0.30)
X 0 (0.00) 1 (0.33) 1 (0.25) 2 (0.18)
Average gain scores 0.18 0.06 0.19 0.15
Table B.4: Pre- and post-test analysis of the animation-first group
Question t P Significant?
Q 1 -2.689 0.025 Yes
Q 2 -1.500 0.168 No
Q 3 -3.207 0.011 Yes
Total -3.597 0.006 Yes
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The explanation-first group
Table B.5: Detailed scores and pre-assessment (in parenthesis) of each par-
ticipant in the explanation-first group, before using explanations
Participant Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Total
I 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 5 (33%)
II 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 4 (27%)
III 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 0 (0) 2 (13%)
IV 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 0 (0) 3 (20%)
V 1 (20%) 0 (0) 1 (20%) 2 (13%)
VI 0 (0) 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 2 (13%)
VII 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 0 (0) 3 (20%)
VIII 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 4 (27%)
Table B.6: Detailed scores and post-assessment (in parenthesis) of each par-
ticipant in the explanation-first group, after using explanations
Participant Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Total
I 1 (20%) 3 (60%) 2 (40%) 6 (40%)
II 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 4 (27%)
III 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 0 (0) 2 (13%)
IV 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 0 (0) 3 (20%)
V 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 3 (20%)
VI 0 (0) 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 2 (13%)
VII 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 0 (0) 3 (20%)
VIII 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 4 (27%)
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Table B.7: The change in scores from pretest to posttest, learning gain score
(in parenthesis), and average gain scores in the explanation-first group
Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Total
I 0 (0.00) 1 (0.33) 0 (0.00) 1 (0.10)
II 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
III 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
IV 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
V 0 (0.00) 1 (0.20) 0 (0.00) 1 (0.08)
VI 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
VII 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
VIII 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00)
Average learning gain scores 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.02
Table B.8: Pre- and post-test analysis of the explanation-first group
Question t P Significant?
Q 2 -1.528 0.170 No
Total -1.528 0.170 No
(Analysis of question 1 and 3 cannot be involved in above table because both
of the standard error of the difference are 0 so that t cannot be computed.)
After computing learning gain scores, it was perceived that the animation-
first group improved by 15% on average while the explanation-first group
improved by 2% on average (see Table B.9). In addition, only question 2 did
not show statistical significant difference between two groups. It confirmed
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our results in Chapter 5.
Table B.9: Average learning gain, t value, and 2-tailed P value of each ques-
tion between two groups
Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Total
questions
Animation-first (N=10) 0.18 0.06 0.19 0.15
Explanation-first (N=8) 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.02
t value 2.532 -0.139 3.073 2.667
P value (2-tailed) 0.032 0.891 0.013 0.022
Significant? Yes No Yes Yes
Appendix C
Animations in animation first
and explanation first
Animations, including object initialization and ”this” keyword, reference re-
turn and assignment, and garbage collection in animation first and explana-
tion first, are broken into consecutive figures.
Animation of object initialization and ”this” keyword in animation first and
explanation first are shown in Figure C.1 and C.2, respectively.
Animation of reference return and assignment in animation first and ex-
planation first are shown in Figure C.3 and C.4, respectively.
Animation of garbage collection in animation first and explanation first are
shown in Figure C.5 and C.6, respectively.
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(a) Animation of object initialization
starts.
(b) Animation of initialization ends and
related explanation appears.
(c) Related explanation disappears. (d) Animation of ”this” keyword starts.
(e) Animation of ”this” ends and related
explanation appears.
(f) Related explanation disappears.
Figure C.1: In animation first, animations of object initialization and ”this”
keyword are broken into 6 consecutive figures.
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(a) Explanation of object initialization
appears.
(b) Explanation disappears and related
animation starts.
(c) Related animation ends. (d) Explanation of ”this” keyword ap-
pears.
(e) Explanation disappears and related
animation starts.
(f) Related animation ends.
Figure C.2: In explanation first, animations of object initialization and ”this”
keyword are broken into 6 consecutive figures.
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(a) Animation of reference return starts. (b) Animation of return ends and related
explanation appears.
(c) Related explanation disappears. (d) Animation of assignment starts.
(e) Animation of assignment ends and
related explanation appears.
(f) Related explanation disappears.
Figure C.3: In animation first, animations of reference return and assignment
are broken into 6 consecutive figures.
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(a) Explanation of reference return ap-
pears.
(b) Explanation disappears and related
animation starts.
(c) Related animation ends. (d) Explanation of assignment appears.
(e) Explanation disappears and related
animation starts.
(f) Related animation ends.
Figure C.4: In explanation first, animations of reference return and assign-
ment are broken into 6 consecutive figures.
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(a) Animation of garbage collection
starts.
(b) Animation of garbage collection ends
and related explanation appears.
(c) Related explanation disappears.
Figure C.5: In animation first, animation of garbage collection is broken into
3 consecutive figures.
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(a) Explanation of garbage collection ap-
pears.
(b) Explanation disappears and related
animation starts.
(c) Related animation ends.
Figure C.6: In explanation first, animation of garbage collection is broken
into 3 consecutive figures.
